
Stay Awake!

Scripture:

Announcements:

Scripture Reading:  

Last week we looked at the coming of Christ.  The final 
coming of Christ where He will come claim His kingdom.  
—He will defeat all of His enemies and take all that are His 
into eternal paradise with Him.  
——We talked about the importance of know Christ and that 
means being a believer, followers, lover, and servant of 
Christ. 
———Jesus tell us and His disciples that the things that we 
are use to being there will be gone; things like the sun, 
moon, and stars will be gone in the end.  
————We looked at Jesus will come in great power and 
glory.
—————This week we pick back up with Jesus telling us 
more about what will happen and when it will happen in the 
end times.  

Passage Begins 

Mark 13:28–37 (NAS):  28 “Now learn the parable from 
the fig tree: when its branch has already become tender 
and puts forth its leaves, you know that summer is near.
 29 “Even so, you too, when you see these things 
happening, recognize that He is near, right at the door.
 30 “Truly I say to you, this generation will not pass away 
until all these things take place.
 31 “Heaven and earth will pass away, but My words will 
not pass away.

So as Jesus does, He gives a couple stories or parables to 
help explain what He is trying to say.   
—He tells us of this fig tree.  
——Now this worked out really well in ancient days because 
fig trees were all over the place over there.  
———People knew about fig trees.  They knew when they 
would be rip or close to rip.  
————They knew that in the hot time the branches 
became tender and leaves came out. 
—————This symbolized that fruit was going to be coming 
soon.  
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So, Jesus uses something that they are very familiar with to 
help them understand what He was trying to say.   
—So now you are fig tree experts too.  
——But Jesus tells us to learn from the fig tree not just an 
agricultural lesson but an understanding of the end times.  
———Jesus tells us to learn this lesson.  Take in this 
information, pay attention to what is being taught.    
————He tells us that this analogy He will use is very 
important for us to take in.  
—————This is a break from the speakers narrative to call 
our attention to this particular point in the narrative.  This 
means there is something very important coming. 

This is where we learn that when the weather starts to get 
warm the fig trees branches become softer so that the 
leaves can come through the hard branches. 
—So what are we to learn from the fig tree parable?  
——Well, just like the fig tree being rip and ready for the 
harvest when summer comes, so to will all of these things 
that Jesus has told us for 4 week now take place.  
———When the spiritual harvest is ready, Jesus will come to 
collect all the fruit.  
————But there is more that we can learn that just this.  
—————I think that we can learn to have hope when 
things don’t look good.  

When we lived in Louisville there was about 2 weeks that 
was the most beautiful landscapes (beside the beach of 
course).    
—See the leaves would all start to change colors and there 
would be vibrant yellows, reds, oranges, and even purple 
leaves.  
——Then, all the leave would fall off.  The most beautiful 
landscapes would turn to the ugliest landscapes.  
———Trees without their leaves are not attractive.  
————As I looked at these poor trees with no leaves, I 
often thought, “there is no way that those things are going to 
make it through the winter.  
—————But, every year.  The weather warmed up and the 
leaves started to appear on the trees again and then they 
filled out to be lushes full trees once again.  
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You see no matter how bad it looks for the church one day 
we will become lushes and full once again. 
—On a personal level, no matter how bad life looks, no 
matter how the winter of life feels for you, you will not be 
abandoned.  
——READ: Philippians 1:6 (NAS):  6 For I am confident of 
this very thing, that He who began a good work in you will 
perfect it until the day of Christ Jesus.
———So we need to press on in the winters of life because 
Jesus will complete His work in you to make you lush once 
again. 
————READ: 2 Corinthians 4:16 (NAS):  16 Therefore 
we do not lose heart, but though our outer man is decaying, 
yet our inner man is being renewed day by day.
—————Even though the global church may seem like it is 
in trouble and we are not sure if it is going to make; or 
maybe you feel like you are in trouble and are struggling at 
every turn of life; know that there is hope in Christ.  

Jesus will make you better than you are, He will complete 
His work in you and He will be with you even past the end of 
the ages.   
—READ:  Matthew 28:20 (NAS):  20 teaching them to 
observe all that I commanded you; and lo, I am with 
you always, even to the end of the age.”
——We had a problem with sin and we were enemies with 
God before we accept Christ.  
———We had a sin problem that we could not fix.  
————Jesus did not leave us then.  He was born a man, 
lived the perfect life, died to take your sins and mine on 
Himself so that all that believe in Him could be made right in 
God sight, and Jesus rose from the grave and in our 
mediator, the One who is making us Holy, and right in God’s 
eyes.  
—————Jesus has never abandoned us.  He is always 
working in us.  
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So, the church must recognize the signs that Jesus has 
given throughout chapter 13 and know that Jesus is near.    
—The kingdom of God is near in the most epic return and 
victory.  
——When these things happen Jesus will be at the gates 
waiting to come and put an end to evil, death, Satan, and 
sin.  
———Jesus then tells us that “this generation will not pass 
away until all these things take place.”   
————This passage is a much debated passage in the 
Christians and non-Christian worlds alike.  
—————Non-Christians will grab this passage and say 
that Jesus’ prophecy did not come true.  

Christians will argue about what this generation means?   
—Was it fulfilled in the 70a.d. time period?
——Will it be fulfilled in the end of history?  
———This is one of the those debate that will go on and on 
until Jesus comes back and then one side will finally get to 
say they won.  
————But what is important for us to understand from this 
passage is that every believe will experience the truth of 
Jesus words.  
—————John Calvin wrote, “by undoubted experience, the 
truth of his prediction; for the apostles endured that same 
things which we see in the present day.”  Calvin continue to 
tell why Jesus spoke this, “in order to encourage the to 
perseverance, he expressly foretold that those things related 
to their own age.”   

Then Jesus tells us that, “heaven and earth will passage 
away but His words will not pass away.”   
—Heaven and earth is used to tell that the entirety of 
creation that sin has disturbed.   
——This heaven and earth will encounter a renewing. 
———READ: Revelation 21:1 (NAS):  1 Then I saw a new 
heaven and a new earth; for the first heaven and the first 
earth passed away, and there is no longer any sea.
————These things are foundational in this life, heave and 
earth will be shaken.   
—————We must remember no matter what happens, 
even if the foundation things of life are shaken or gone; 
Jesus words will not be shaken.  
——————They are true and will not fade.  All these things 
will happen shaking peoples understanding of the world but 
Jesus words will always prove true.  
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Thus, we need to think bigger that just this world and the 
things of this world.   
—READ: Colossians 3:1–2 (NAS):  1 Therefore if you have 
been raised up with Christ, keep seeking the things above, 
where Christ is, seated at the right hand of God.  2 Set your 
mind on the things above, not on the things that are on earth.
——The world and the the things in the world we will 
encounter will change.  They will continually change.  
———It is so easy for our hearts and mind to be distracted 
by the world but Christ tells us where our foundation should 
be.  
————We should be founded in the promises of Christ 
which do not change no matter what.  
—————They are unshaken and will give us an anchor 
that will not be moved by the heavens and earth passing 
away.  

 32 “But of that day or hour no one knows, not even the 
angels in heaven, nor the Son, but the Father alone.
 33 “Take heed, keep on the alert; for you do not know 
when the appointed time will come.
 34 “It is like a man away on a journey, who upon leaving 
his house and putting his slaves in charge, assigning to 
each one his task, also commanded the doorkeeper to 
stay on the alert.
 35 “Therefore, be on the alert—for you do not know 
when the master of the house is coming, whether in the 
evening, at midnight, or when the rooster crows, or in 
the morning—
 36 in case he should come suddenly and find you 
asleep.
 37 “What I say to you I say to all, ‘Be on the alert!’ ”

No one know when Jesus will return the second time, riding 
on clouds in glory and with power.   
—There are though out there that constantly trying to figure 
out when Jesus will return.   
——I understand the want to know but Jesus makes it very 
plan and clear that no one will know.  Not even the angels 
know when He will come back.  
———Not even Jesus when He was walking this earth knew 
when He would return.  
————There was a limitation to Jesus during His life here 
on earth.  
—————Yes, He was 100% man and 100% God but there 
were parts of His deity that were not used as He was on 
earth.  
——————Jesus lay down certain aspect of Himself so 
that He could fulfill all the requirement to be our perfect 
sacrifice that paid our debt to God and made us right in 
God’s sight.   
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So Jesus tells us not ignore the signs or not look to see if 
things are happening that will tell of His return. 
—Jesus tells us to, “be on guard,” listen, take notice, be 
ready, learn about what is coming, be prepared, watch out 
for, pay attention.  
——Then He says stay awake or keep awake 4 times in 5 
verses.  
———What Jesus is saying is to stay awake in relation to 
coming of Christ.  
————READ: Revelation 3:3 (NAS):  3 ‘So 
remember what you have received and heard; and keep it, 
and repent. Therefore if you do not wake up, I will come like 
a thief, and you will not know at what hour I will come to you.
—————We have to be ready and know that Jesus is 
coming any day.   

This could also be translated, “be alive!”   
—This is a call for believers in Christ to be consistently 
seeking life; as in spiritual life.   
——The world is so persuasive and the flesh is easily 
distracted.  
———Calvin wrote, “But there is no desire of the flesh that 
does not intoxicate a man, they ought to take care, in all 
these respects, not to satisfy themselves with the world.”  
————There are so many distraction and we are to watch, 
stay awake, stay spiritually alive not following the 
temptations of the flesh.  
—————READ: Galatians 5:16–17 (NAS):  16  But I say, 
walk by the Spirit, and you will not carry out the desire of the 
flesh.  17 For the flesh sets its desire against the Spirit, and 
the Spirit against the flesh; for these are in opposition to one 
another, so that you may not do the things that you please.
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Jesus then tells us another parable about a master going on 
a trip away from the house and puts the servants in charge 
of the estate.   
—God has placed the servants in charge until He returns.  
——What are we as His servants to do?  
———We have to do the work that He has for us.  We are 
not sitting on the sidelines but we are achieving the task, 
assignments, or jobs that God has put us in charge of.  
————So we need not listen to the world or the things of 
this world but we need to be focused on Christ.  
—————Jesus is coming, it could happen at any time, 
when He come for all that is His.
——————READ:  Colossians 1:15–16 (NAS):  15 He is 
the image of the invisible God, the firstborn of all creation.
 16 For by Him all things were created, both in the heavens 
and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or 
dominions or rulers or authorities—all things have been 
created through Him and for Him.

So, be alert, don’t be caught sleeping Christians 
—Non-believers you need to know Christ now. 
——You never know when Jesus will come back.  
———Seek out peace with God.  Seek to be right with God 
once again.  
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